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kENNEDY CALLS FOR AN ALL OUT EFFORT
Winners Named
conservation Club Will Spend Bowling
Events
$1700 On Game In The County

• Red Cross Home
Nursing Classes
et Op Here

Winners in the first annual
city singes, double, and mixed
doubles events have been announced. The handicap event was held
at Corvette Danes, January 27,
28. 29._
Bill Fandrich won the singles
match with a 610 series, with
handicap 678 Paul Ragsdale was
second with a 655 series and
George Hodge third wi'h 639.
match. Bob
In the double
Wright and George hedge were
the champions with 1200, Darrell
Shoemaker and Loyd Jones second with 1195. ,.and Bill Jeffrey
and Bob Wade third with 1189.
In the mixed daubles. Lee Roy
Barnett and Lie M. Williams were
champions of the match rolling
1138 with handicap
The high scratch vine was rolled by Paul Ragsdale with 233.
George Hodge had the high three
games srratch with 585. Lee Roy
Barnett had the highest game
with handicap at 256. Bill Fancirich was high for the three
games with handicap rolling 678.
Bill Fandrich wcei the trophey
for-the most pins over a bowlers
average Trophies will be awarded to the above bowlers tonight
at 6:15 at Corvette Lanes.

Progress Made In
Child Welfare With
New Training Course

Addresses Joint Session Of
Congress In -Stern Message

LEXINGTON (Vat - The first
By MERRIMAN SMITH
strategy." He directed !McNamara
merchandise for our annual merclasses in a course which is said
I soiled Pre.. lug rromt ionail
to submit preliminary conclusions
chandise shaot. This is our prito be the first of its kind in the
WASHINGTON vat - President
mary means of making money :o
nation opened today at Kentucky Kennedy asked swift action today hy the end of February with a
view to quick budgetary,- legisiebuy game- with," -Wyman Moss,to shore up a receding U.S. eco- tive and executive action.
president said.
A number of supervisors from
The shoot was a big seeseea.s and
Kennedy directed three immedvarious districts of t he Child
the club voted to spend $1700.00
iate steps in the defense area.
Welfare Department and superup
split
be
to
year,
for game this
He ordered a quick build-up of
visors of Kentucky Village are
as • follows; $1300.00 for quail,
airlift capacity so Atnerica's conatttending the course which began
rab$200.00
$200.00 for coons and
ventional _ military_ forees' could
this morning. It is under the
directly
bits. "To someone flat
"respond, with discrimination and
Judge Waylon Rayburn, Chair- orities, Lt. Col. John 0. Pasco, direction of Elizabeth Crosby, dethis
associated with the club;
speed, to any problem at any spot
man Calloway County Chapter, Director Civil Defense, Calloway jartment director of training.
-might sound tike an unfair spht
on the globe at any moment's
American Red Cross announces County, and Mrs. Wm: C. Nall . Atty. Gen. John B. ftreskinOf money." a spokesman said.
notice."
the appointment of Mrs. Lucile Jr., Director Women's Activities, ridge, speaking in behalf of Gov.
He pointed out the club memRoss, RN. a,s Chairman of Nursing Civil Defense.
Orders Polaris Siimup
cerededication
at
Combs
T.
Bert
bership coneista . of approximately
Services for this chapter. Mrs.
There will be no charge for monies here Sunday, said the
He Ordered the Pollan! subma9'S coon hunters and 16'i rabJames Parker will act al Chair- this instruction-this is a service center inaugurates a "new aprine iinstruction program stepped
bit hunters, the rest are bird
man of Home Nursing. Under this of your American Red Cross. To proach" to the training of men
up at once by using nnobligated
hunters.
program an instructor training enroll, call Mrs. Mary Pace, PL r and women "charged with the
shipbuilding funds now instead of
According to the amount of
class in Home Nursing-Care of 1421. or Mrs. James Parker, PL responsibility for protecting abuswaiting for the next fiscal year
maney other clubs in the sate
Sick and Injured was given by 3-5180.
ed, hurt children."
which does not begin until July
are spending for the same purDiUSNR,
INC)
Cole
Ruth
Lieut.
He expressed belief that the
I. He said this would advance
pose. the Calloway County ConState
Murray
Nursing,
of
rector
center would enable Kentucky to
the 'Polaris rinignim lay nine
servation Club rates as high 4s
Burkeen
L.
Charlie
Mrs.
on
College.
develop the "hardest-hitting child
Lee Rogers. age 24. is out
'months.
any of them for no more memRN,
Pogue
C.
RN, and Mrs. Wm.
a bond of $1,000 awaiting the ac- bers than they have
welfare staff in America."
The President also directed
completed this class, and are now
tion of the Grand Jury. which
The training center which adprompt acceleration, of the entire
"We re trying each year to insqualified instructors.
meets next week on charges of crease our membership. This past
The 4-H tractor leaders and ministers the courses of one week
U.S. missile program. Pending
President John F. Kennedy
Classes in Home Nursing will the tractor dealers of Murray met or more, will provide on the job
breaking and entering the West year there was 1866 adult statecompletion of t h e McNamara
start February 14, and will con- at the Tri-Angle Inn on Friday training for an institution which
lientucky Lumber Compans. Rog- wide hunting license sold. and
nomy, thwarri Soviet - Chinese study, he said there would have
is charged with having taken 246 junior hunting licenses sold
sist of seven - 2 hour sessions. night Jan. 27 to discuss plans houses more than 350 delinquent
for world domination and to be better organization and
designs
electrical equipment valued at a- in this county. It is a shame that
There will be both morning and for the 4-H tractor mainteneace boys and girls. The courses will
American safely through decision-making to cut down on
lead
thus
bout $400.
evening classes; morning classes project. This meeting was span- include juvenile delinquency, athe club had. only 378 members
the onrushing -hour of maximum wasteful duplication and time-lag
evening
was discovered
a.m.;
11:30
to
The breakin
Coun4-H
930
Calloway
from
:he
by
sared
care,
servsocial
doptions,
foster
"that have handicapped the whole
this past year," the spokesman
danger."
uhen the firm opened for busi- continued..
daises 630 to 830 p.m. Morning cil.
ice supervision, and other projfamily of missiles."
ExecutChief
old
43-year
The
February
on
held
ness on Saturday Police Chief
present
be
were
will
who
classes
dealers
The
ects taught by numerous specialKennedy taskled international
An invitation was issued to all
Union
the
of
State
first
111
in
ive
2
March
and
Burman Parker and City Patrol- hunters or those interested in
Con28
Conner,
of
23.
21,
Walter
16,
consisted
14;
ists such as Richard Clendenen,
economic pi-oblems from two dito
delivered
personally
message,
Febon
man Charles Peeler made the in- conservation to join the club.
classes
Earl
Evening
Compasy,
ner Implement
and 7.
the commissioner of child welrections. foreign aid and the
58
Census - Adult
a joint session of Congress, convestigation and found tracks in For further information Herman
ruary 15, 16, 22. 24, March 1, 3 Forsee, Billineton-Forsee Imple- fare.
dollar gap. lie wanted congres8
Census - Nursery ........
the
in
was
he
fessed
"staggered"
the snow leading from the rear Moss. the president or L
both
to
open
ment Company. and Edwin Stokes,
HenInd S. Classes are
In-service training such as that
sional authority to overhaul the
Adult Beds - .......
85
of the lumber company to lith don, secretary. or eny member of
rirteil•stiesti women and will be Shiites Inielor Company Lead- provided by the center has al-- 10 days, since the inauguration by entire foreign Md program with
Emergency Beds
7
of
trials
enormity
the
harsh
"the
spot
a
at
were
ended
tracks
The
.reet
Ernest Ma- ways before been limited to reg.
en who attended
limited to 15.
Patients admitted
4
more flexibility for "short run
the club may be contacted.
iere a vehicle apparently had'I Two shoots will be sponsored in
Classes will be held in the (Ivey. Glenn Kelso. Bon Harlan ional workshops of two or three through which we must pass in emergencies" and the right to
I
Patients dismissed ....y
years."
four
next
the
had
been . pledged. The vehbele•
American Legion Bldg., which Hughes. Glen Rogers and Gerald days and confined to a particular
New Citizens
•0
March, on the fifth end nineteenth.
make commitments for long-term
snow tires which left definite Shooters may win i pair if quail
"Each day we draw nearer the development projects overseas.
was offered free of charge by Ilisdock. Glen Kelso and Gerald service or problem.
Patients edmitted from Wednesday the American Legion Post No. 73, Murd;ck attended
prints in the snow.
the leaders
More than 100 workers dining hour of maximum danger,".Kenor an coon.
He also said greater emphasis
9:00 a. m. to Friday 10:30 a in. as a community service project.
On inveatigation at the lumber
training meeting that was held at the next five months. Breckin- nedy said.
should be given to the role of
company it was disclosed that a
Mrs. Ray Starks. South 11th.
This Home Nursing course is Hopkinsville on Jan. 18-20 Bun ridge said, will spend a total of
American
He reported "The
recipient nations to assure greater
former employee. Rogers. had a
Exit.; Mrs Lowell Bradley. Route endorsed by Civil Defense Auth- Harlan Hughes also attended the more than 1,500 days in training economy is in trouble," and that
social justice, broader distribution
panel truck equipped with scow
6, Benton; Joe Ed Smothers,
session held Friday January 20. at the center.
'
crisis produced by tease relations of the American aid and on the
tire, and that he had left the
Route 2. Bentan; Mrs. Wylie
filen Rogers presented the plan
The state is saving itself con- with Russia and Communist China local level, better public .adminiscompany three weeks befare after
Barnes. Jr.. Route 1. Stewart,
for the meetings There will be siderable amounts of money, the multiply -daily, with solutions in- tration and tax systems. This
some difficulty with the owners
Term; Mrs. Stark Erwin, 909 Sy6 meetings and they will be held attorney general pointed out, by creasingly difficult. He warned added up to belief that governid :he firm
camore; Ra y m on Conrad Schneia the tractor dealers place of utilizing the facilities of Kentuc- that life in 1961 "will not be ments on the receiving end should
‘'City and county police together
der. 1105 West Main. Mrs. Dellar
business. Ernest Madrey discuss- ky Village. headed by Supt. Rob- easy" and "there will be further not regard American aid 85 a
went to Rogers' home on Highway
Karnes. Raise 2; Dorgag Marisa
ed the recommended award pro- ert Hammond.
set-backs before the tide is turn- one-way street.
121 and confronted him with the
English. Route 6. BefiOn; Mrs.
gram for :hose who complete the
The training program during ed."
Cause For Concern
evidence they had gathered. He
William
Mason McCuiston and
project.
the five months will cost only
dollar gap involving the'
the
On
first denied guilt but after
baby boy, Route 5; Joe Hicks,
Tide Must Turn
The first meeting of the 4-H $3,400, whereas the cost elseof international
fmbalance
present
questioning he admitted to the
will
"But turn it we must," he said
tractor maintenance project
John W. Clopton. age 82, died Route 1, Golden Pond; Mrs. Georwhere would run about $17,000.
payments. Kennedy said there
breakin officers said.
65i
2 at
Feb.
night
5.-Joeul
4.600-word
address,
prepared
Thursday
on
be
a
in
ata.m,
the
at
Workers
4:00
at
on Sunday
Breckinridge said
was cause for concern, but not
lie returned to the Lumber
Fielder and baby boy. 202
the Murray City Hall beginning at tendiriji- the center will receive disclosing in rapirifire order a
He had been ge
despair. Since 1958. he said, nearsard with the officers ad showed Murray Hospital..
Library. open 7 o'clock. This will be an orggniLarry Jarrell
Woodiawn;
Mrs.
he
actions
County
has
executive
of
series
Calloway
ill for the past year.
both board and lodging.
$5 billion had flowed overseas
them where he had hidden the
baby boy. Route 2. Kuttawa; six afternoons per week, was the zational and a safety meeting.
taken, plus recommended legisla- ly
Mr. Clopton was prominent In and
The center marks the second
from U.S. gold reserves and the
stolen equipment M the lumber
Gene Landolt and baby girl, recipient of several gifts in the There will be 6 other meetings
Mrs.
the
from
want's
he
tion
promptly
Calloway County business a n d
in this category for Kenprospect for 1961 was another
mard storage bullding back in a
1002 Payne' Miss Pamela Clar, past month. In compliment to which will be held on Thursday first
political circles for a number of
the Child Welfare House and Senate.
deficit in international payments
Tunnel of lumber.,
Route 1; William Paul Hobbs, Mrs John Pasco's going to Clint- night until the project is com- tucky. When
clear
message
a
his
bore
Wiaile'
Department was set up last July
Included in the items taken years. He was in the produce 1665 Ryan; Mrs. Mary Copeland, on Library in the last week, the pleted.
stamp of concern over the bleak of about $2 billion.
I, it marked .the first time that
He pointed out, however.' that
were a skil saw, jointer, router, blisiness in Murray for some Route 2 Benton; John Thomas group of women to whim Mrs.
foreign picture. Kennedy turned
any state had set up a department
total American gold stocks_avail.,
'Vibrator sander, and two motors. years and in 1938 he was elected Dixon. Route 1, Hardin; Otto Far- Pasco spoke in interest of a readthe
of
state
national
the
to
first
planned exclusively to handle the
amount to about $22
Rogers was returaed to the court County Judge. He resigned this ris, Route 6; Mrs. Ruth John- ing program, sen: the Calloway
he intended able now
special needs of children and economy and what
"and I now pledge that
billion
hause where he signed an afLa- position early in 1941 to accept ston. 808 West Main; Mrs Dewey County Library a check for $3 00.
slump.
continuing
the
to do about
parents.
their full strength stands behind
davit confessing his guilt before a position with the State High- Sirls, Route 5, Bentgn; Winifred Mrs. Pasco, president of the liRefusing "to stand helplessly
value of the dollar for use if
the county attorney, the sheriff way Department. He held this Allison. 205 South 6th; Mrs. Wil- brary board, gave the check to
by" while the situation worsens, the
job for a number of years.
and, chief of police.
liam Curtis Taylor and baby girl, the library fund Sunday afterCongress
an
of
informed
Kennedy
They
him.
Two sisters survive
e ..;resident ait there was
edhed
neT
The breakin occurred between
Route 3; Miss Phyllis Cannon, noon in a meeting The board
omnibus anti-recession program to
(Continued on Page 2)
6:00 and 6.30 Saturday morning. are Mrs. Lee 'Cathey of Murray Route 2. Kutbawa; Gerald Wayne decided to purchase a newspaper
MAYFIELD Vat - A four weeks.
two
be
within
submitted
Rogers had worked for the lum- and Mrs. laic Scott of Almagordo, Morgan. Benton; Mrs. Richard exhibit rack for holding the months - old baby girl was burnhe
for
said
He
larger
ask
would
ber company for the past three New Mexico; one brother Warren Buret!. Farmington, Shellia Gar- county newspapers.
ed to death by a heating pad
and longer unemployment corn,
- ner. 316 !roan St
Clopton of Cincinnati, Ohio.
years.
Floy Robbins gave several vii- while asleep in her crib Saturday
pensation benefits, mote food for
He was a member of the First Patients dismissed from Wednes- liable books to the library, re.. The. two cooper:sing agencies
the unemployed and their famil"broke" the case in two hours Christian Church. The funeral day 9:00 a. in. to Friday 10:30 cently, and Mrs. Albert Tracy
Deidre Louise Meters. daughter
ies, a new housing and urban
Saturday morning. It was reported will be held at the Max It a. m.
of Mr and Mrs. Delbert W Roggave some childrens' hookas .
affairs department, a higher minat
chapel
Home
Funeral
Churchill
at 8:00 and was solved by 10:00.
Bobby McGregor, 401 West 9th,
The roadside library signs made ers, Route 3. Mayfield, was dead
imum wage and a tax break for
2-00 p.m. today with Rev. Howard Benton; Mrs. Iris Edwards, Route and paid for by the Junior ("ham - on arrival at a hospital here
companies spending money on
Nichols officiating. Burial will be 1.• La nville; Owen Norsworthy, her of Commerze, have a:traded Sunday morning. .
"sound" plant expansion.
Slorth
403
()lila
E.
Howard
in the city cemetery. Mrs.
Route 6; Miss Carolyn Goheen. several persons to the library, acRogers told Coroner Jack AnThe Presiden( welcomed open,
Pallbearers will be W. Z. Car- Route 1, Calvert City; Master cording to statements by the new derson he and his wife had plac- 10th Street Murray. is the Heart
peaceful competition with Russia
Tabers,
Rex
ter, Noble Farris,
Thomas Goheen, Same address, patrons of the library. - ed the heating pad in the crib to Sunday and publicity chairman and Red China, but warned Aml
ie
and Master Jerry Gaheen, Route 1,
Ray Ross, Benny MadrT
The library board voted to em- keep the baby warm during the far Murray in the 1961 Heart esicans against being "lulled into
of
editwin
twenty-fifth
The
The herd of registered Jerseys Luhie Veal Jr.
Calvert City, Master Joseph Po- ploy Mrs. Albert Tracy as substi- cold weather. She slept- in the Fund Drive Her appointment has believing that either power has "Campus Lights". Murray State
College,
State
Murray
by
owned
Friends may call at the funeral lansky, Route 1, Calvert City; tute librarian.
same room as the parents but been announced by Charles R. yielded its ambition for world College musical 'production,
Murray, Ky.. has been classified home until the funeral hour.
Mrs Martha Grogan. 104 North
The librarian is Mrs. Esco Gun- when they awoke Sunday morn- DeSpain. Bardstown business exe- domination."
be presentml Thur,day, Friclay,
an
by
ciesofficial
• for breed type
10th.; Mrs. Alfred Harris, 1618 ter. The bookmobile librarian is ing the little girl had been fatal- cutive and State campaign chairMust Remain Strong
and Saturday nights. Feb. 9-11.
ofier of The American Jersey
man. The drive, beginning FebCollege Farm Road, Donna Rae Mrs. Ben Trevathan.
ly burned.
Counseling the free world tq. The show will begin at 815
('atle Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Edwards, Route 3, Benton; Mrs.
Members of the binary board
Anderson said she suffered first, ruary 1. runs through the month. remain so strong that aggression' o'clock.
The College herd rum has 32
The Heart Sunday activities in
Comilious, Route 4. Mrs. Robert present Sunday afternoon Were ireCond and third degree burns
Variety is the feature. of this
by any nation would bm "clearly
Very Good, and 32 Good Plus
Vickery and baby girl, Parkview Mrs. Pasco, chairman; Mrs. Gunter: over much of her body. lie said Murray have the sponsorship of futile,"
Kennedy said his admin- ,ear's shiiw. according to John
animals giving the herd an av.
Firemen were called out twice Hats., Benton; Mrs. Dellar Karnes, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. J. I. Hia- he ruled
he death accident-al the Murray Woman's Club.
director. John is from
erage score of 8500%. The ratings over the weekend. Yesterday they (Expired), Route 2; Mrs. Thomas sick, Mrs. Trevathars arid Miss Funeral services were to be held
Mr. DeSpain emphasized that istration still planned "to explore Arnn, the
promptly all possible areas of Martin. Tennessee. and his asHeart
Kentucky
the
of
role
the
are based on an official score card made a call when an electric Reed and baby boy, 303 Pine; Rezina Senter.
today.
from
Association in fighting heart and cooperation with the Soviet Un- sistant, Jack Gardner, is
ilkihich allots 100 points for the stove shorted out, :however little Miss Jewell Morris. Rt. 3; Mrs.
Louisville.
ion."
its
through
diseases
ideal Jersey animal.,
vessel
blood
Lowell Cooper and baby girl,
damage was done.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
promised this
The Variety
He specifically invited Russia,
WATCH THATI
multiple year'round activities, in
There are more Jerseys official:
This morning about 8:30 .they Route 2; Mrs. James Nichols and
from many kinds
--this State had increased enorm- with other nations, to join the year will come
k classified for breed type than were called to the home of Les baby boy, 704 Olive; Mrs. R J. By United Press International
The Tex- ously in recent years and is shoes United States in preparing for of music-show tunes, classical
any other breed.
Loulsvn.LE 1TPP - The ex- AUSTIN. Tex. run -inauguratEdwards 303 Pine Street, when a McDougal and baby girl. Route
modern jab.
Museum
Memorial
as
ing outstanding results. For this space ventures to Mars and Venus music, western, and
defective flue caused a fire on the 1, Alm(); Mrs Harold Long, 300 tended weather forecast for KenAll this is to be coordinated, acof
development
mutual
in
and
of
mailing
series
goal
new
only
a
said,
ed
he
-he
reason,
roof. Firemen have been called East 10th., Benton; Miss Pamela tucky for the five -• day period
pamphlets with a bulletin on 'for the 1961 drive is to top last satellites for weather forecasting cording to script writers Howard
Tue-day through Saturday:
several times to the same address Clark, Route 1.
Potter, Michigen City. Indiana"
Nasutus, Long-nosed sear's collection of 3351.000 by as and communications.
"Mylohyus
Temperatures Tuesday' through
because of the flue.
"Both nations would help them- and Al Cohn, Xnha",' Illinois. by
Saturday will average four to Peccary of the Texas Pleisto- great a total as 'possible." Most
Little damage was done because
selves as well as other nations a mysterious something referred
NOW YOU KNOW
eight degrees below normal, with cene," a type of hog, and receiv- Kentucky communities
of the prompt response of the
these endeavors from to as .an Oliver. Oliver's ideruity.
a slow warming trend through the ed this somewhat r4is-spelled their campaigns with the apdial removing
firemen, however Edwards was
will be resealed at the three perth+ ?tad Press lertornattersid
period.-- Normal Kentucky mean note from a recipient included, door-to-door Heart Sunday col- the bitter and Wasteful- competicautioned that he should have the
formances.
tion of the cold war," he said.
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Only five counties in Kentucky
this afternoon
There were in Kentucky on disclosed he had ordered -Defense set' in New Yea. the second in
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Last week The Calloway County 'Conserv'ation Club had their
most important meeting of the
sear There was a lengthy discus-.
slon on how much money was to
b& spent for each different speciFI of game to be bought and released in the county.
"Most of you will remember
last fall when , we were solicit-
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" THg LEDGER & TIMES

College basketball
Ratings

PUBLISHED by LEDGER
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inn
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Callow*, Times, and Thy
rinses-Herald, October 20, 1.918, and the West Kentuckian, January
t, 1941.

Putt

Laughlin Calls Turn Right
With Pre-Season Prediction

,
tp, I. tilted Prrss InternatIonat

Ohio Valley Conference

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Conf, Overall
W. L. W. L.
7 0
11 4
6 1
11 5
4 2
85
3 2
7 7
1 6
48
1 6
59
1 6
5 11

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
ar Public Voice items 'Audi, la our opinion, are not Lac the beet
.nterest oi our readers.
YATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, MS
Licata., Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York; $17 K. Minkgela Ave, Chicago; SO Bolyston St., Boston.
inlered et the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transinission as
Second Clam Matter
IUBSCRIPtION RATES: By Carrier ta Murray, per week 10t, per
booth Stke. la Cakieway and aglalissakg counties, per your, $1.541; Meewhere. alL54L
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Aill 30, 1961

Ten Years Ago Today

The
Club
Curtis
Friche
presid
oding

Ledger & Times File

Dr. J. A. Outland and his -AOC: III coont•rittion with
D -T.1. has Just fini4ie-1 the annual helilth cheek ..f
IC children- in the fir-t si‘ grades at Murray High.

Mrs.
Charl•
son C
They
care
chikL
soil
growl

A. Carman and E. I:. titiwtoti recently visited tit
'Iltnnorc Dairy Farm
North 'Carolina. T11.inn belonging to the Vanderbilt family has tole of the
nest Jer-ey Cattle herds in the south.

'Among° ye vsnIS—Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Campbell quietly mark their 74th
-wedding anniversary in Chester, W. Va. They were married in Hocktown, Pa., back in
1887. He la
94, she ts 93, and they have 11 grandchildren, 18 great grandchildren, four great
-great.

Forrest Tucker
Wants No Roots,
Likes Hitting Road

through, says his main avocation
is the -promotion of his future financial security — for the day
when he finally does lay down
his traveling suitcase for good.
"I don't like the idea uf social
security or somebody taktpg care
of me," he said.. "I am buying
non-interest bearing government
bonds with 10 per cent of my
salary — bonds that will be
negotiable upon retirement."
- -•
Tucker said this plan gives him
incentive to continue working.
since after a certain earned wage
"it is pure economic foolishness
to go on working, when the government takes nearly 90 per cent
of your wages."
As for the new schools of act-

SEBIREE
11111141 premb I,
MASI
\\inter covered I:afloat-ay County. with1 a- Ciotti: of ice
-TiTtaSses--Okla.
pc — --Often
Ail !shorty Inwl night awl toolay after two weeks of above a traveling actor or musician
will
m cattier. Street-, and highways are covered with confess that he'd just as soon
dangerou-- sheet 1.1 Jet%
quit the -road and settle down by
hearth and home, arid "live like
The Ibis Station C.ssre i+l-afe.hi ft!~ Jyt ft- -14-0-w-ttinvort other
'People."'
itio‘.e his orrice to the .441
•ettlisits I ft, it. C. Na a laes„
But not Forrest Tucker. star of
ft location. and Radii. cub Will 1110Vt. Ili
lausi•titetil the. road show version of Mere1:1111.11141.
dith Willson's "The Music Man."
"I never had much desire for a
1951 was almost certain to show home and mots, and a white
a' deficit arui former President picket fence, and a garden and a
Dwight D. Eisenhower's $80.9 bil- lawn that needs mowing." said
Son budget for fiscal 1962 could Tucker dsring a stopover in Tul(Connnued irom Pape 1)
ix- balanced only if Congress en- sa "I like to hit the road, the
acted recommended revenue one-night stands and all that goes
need to increase the gold measures and the economy re- with a traveling show."
ice from $33 an ounce. to orn- bounded higher and sooner than
This philosophy parallels that
we exchange controls or to fall Kennedy's economists repected.
of Prof. Harold Hill — Tucker's
.ck on restrictive trade policies.
MURRAY. Ky., Jan. 24. 1961.
Even in this fiscal squeeze, the role in "The Music Man." Tucker
Presrdent
said a new administra- has been with the national tour- Murray Livestock Market report.
"This administration will noting
company of the show for 29
Hogs: 471. Receipts mostly mixstort the value of .the dollar tion had to build on spending. months and
recently signed for ed grade butchers. Steady. US.
. any fashion." he said s"That and revenue estimates already another
year on the road
No. 1, 2. arid 3 barrow and gilts
a pledge Prudence and. good subrroted.
While Tucker's career spans 190-230 lb. $17.50; 240-275 lb.
"Within that framework," he
-nse do require. however. thin
some 2)
1 years and 90 motion pic- $16.25; 275-350 lb. $15.00-15.75;
ew steps be taken to ease the said. "barring the development of tures,
it's stage work that de- No. 2 and 3 sows 300-600 lb.
iyments deficit and prevent any urgent national defense needs or lights
him most.
$13 25;14.75.
a w orsening economy, it is my
ed crisis" •
"It's a thrill to make people
Cattle: 229. Receipts mostly
current intention to advocate a
To do this, he announced an program of expenditures which, laugh and applaud — to see a cows and stockers. Cows strong
nmedoste program to attract for- inc.uding revenues from a sumu- couple holding hands by the end to mostly 50e higher, other classes
.nvestrnent and travel to the latien of the economy. will not of of a show -- to see someone pull steady to strong. Few Standard
need Stales, to pr.-is-mote Amer. and by themselves unbalance the out a handicerchief during the and Good 700-900 lb. slaughter
tender scenes." said Tucker.
heifers $20.25-25.20; Utility $19.25an estpeets at stable prices, and earlier budget"
Despite his long familiarity 20.50; Standard and Good 500-790
wink loopholes in tax and c.,sSeemD Outlook
irn Laws that enoourage undue
Seldom has a peacetime Presi- with the role. "The Music Man" ib, mixed slaughter yearlings
r.ate spending of dollars abroad. dent presented such a stern na- still is very much of a challenge, $22.75-24.10; Standard and Good
Tied in with • the dollar gap. tional and international outlook he said. AS Prof. Hill, Tucker 300-500 lb. slaughter co Ives
.e defense speed-up and the as Kennedy did in his address performs nearly every theserie, 520.25-24.00; Utility and Commeraging economy were the federal de'-Pred .an wh-at 'he -called. "an from dancing, singing, double- cial tows $13.50-15.70; Canner and
-dgets for this and the next -hour of national peril and nation- taVeS.--iiiiirintoiuei' to T.ive scenes'Cutter $11.75-14.60- 2 Commercial
and comedy.
bulls $18.75; Good and Choice
ea- K.• - • •- said fiscal al or-Tor:unity "
Has he lost any enthusiasm for 400-600 lb. stock steers $22.50the part after such a long tour! 26.00: Common .and M ediu-in
"No — If you do. you get out of I 518.00-23.00: few Medium and
'the business," is Tucker's answer. Good 300-500 lb. stock heifers
"A doctor who takes out his $18.00-23.10; Good a n d choice
ten-thousandth appendix has no 600-800 lb. feeder steer, ri3 25..P1Q% enthusiasm for his skill than 25.20; Medium 20.00-23.00.
he had On his, first." is the way
Calves: $5. Veelers Steady. Good
iTucker put it. "I wouldn't want a and Choice 180-250 lb. vealers
doctor to take out my appendix $30.00-34.00; Standard to low— if he lacked his original en- Good 526.00-31.50: Utility $15 00thusiasm!"
2500; Vend 250-300 lb. $28 00,Tucker, an actor through and 31.50.
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ing, Tucker remains the traditionalist.
"Young aspiring actors should
save all the money they can, then
go to England and enroll in the
Royal
Academy
of
Dramatic
'Arts." he said. "Then travel with
a small repertoire company.
"This is the best way by far—
they don't teach sickness, method
or neurosis acting — - just pure
amatics"
KEEPING UP
CONCORD.' N. H.
— Officials encourage motorist.s to read
while they drive in New Hampshire The snow bulletins, are
posted at toll plazas on the New
Hampshire turnpikes.

Federal State Market
News Service
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The Murray Training Sehool Colts won the Callow-ay
ounty Tournament Saturitity_ night. by defeating New
micron! 513-45. Alm. placed three men on the all I urney team.
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The next time Morehead coach
Bobby Laughlin says his team
Western K:s. ......
will be in tight contention for
Morehead
the Ohio Valley Conference title,
Eastern Ky.
other OVC coaches may' sit up
Murray
and take notice,
Tenn. Tech
last year Laughlin warned othLast Tenn,
er OVC „coaches, "We're going
Middle Tenn.
to be ready next year and we'll
be in the running for the OVC
K.I.A.C.
Cont. Overall championship. Just you wait and
W. L. W. L. see."
Georgetown
•6 1
11 6
At that time the Eagles were
Villa Madonna
4 1
11 7 suffering front a dismal 3-9
OVC
Pikeville
3 2
12 2 season and had won only
five of
Transylvania ----------3 2
11 7 19 games overall —
so the other
Union
w.
4 4
12 4 coaches didn't pay
much mind
Bellarmine
2 5
6 13 to Laughlin. But this year,
just
Berea
0 7
40 in recent weeks, all
that's been
changed.
Others
The Eagles whornped Middle
Louisville
15
2 Tennessee, 80-66 at Middle TenKy. State ...................
9 4 nessee Saturday night, improeing
Ky. Wesleyan
10 6 its season OVC mark to a glistKentucky
8
6 ening 6-1, second only to defendCumberland
7 9 ing champion Western, who now
Centre
.
3 7 stands 7-0..
Campbellsville
2 10
Morehead', only' league loss
came at Western, 83-77, and the
Eagles are predicting they'll even
the score when Western visits
Morehea.d_latee. this
ern coach Ed Diddle and his
assistant, Ted Hornbeck, agreed
SALT LAKE CITY an — The they'll need "a master effort to
president of the American Phar- win up there."
maceutical Association' says the
While Morehead is lodged in
cost of a stay in the hospital is the ruimerup spot, both Eastern
less than it was in 1940.
and Murray remain quite active
Ronald
Robertson, Spokane, in the race for the league title
Wash., says that's because TICW and a berth in the NCAA tourdrugs have shortened periods of nament. When Morehead meets
hosPitaltaation or even make it the Thoroughbreds Friday night
more light should be shed on the
unnecessary.
An example, Robertson points entire matter.
out, is pneumonia cases. The ailMorehead and Eastern have onment used to mean an autorinitic ly two more road games
this
two-week confinement in a hos- season but Western Kentucky has
pital. Now many cases are cared three and Murray State four._
". the home.
Morehead has yet to play at

AT LAST...I'VE FOUND A

SHIRT SERVICE THAT FINISHES
JIM'S COLLARS EXACTLY THE WAY
NE LIKES THEM!

TIM* TO

Drugs Shorten
Hospital Stays

SERA

SHOW!
VARSITY: 'Strangers When W Meet". Feature 115 mins., start
at 1:32, 4:02, 6:32. and 9:02

MURRAY LOAN CO
SOS W. Alain St.
Telephone PL 3-2621
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."

i PRICED
—

1

Murray and Eastern while Eastern
must visit East Tennessee and
Morehead. Western has road test:
remaining with Eastern, Murray,
Morehead a n d East Tennessee
while Murray must visit east
Tennessee, Eastern, Morehead and
Tennessee Tech.
Western has the toughest part
of the season ahead — having
road games with all three of its
challengers.
Laughlin's Eagles should be,
close contenders in the race foe"
the title next season, also, since
only two of the top seven are
seniors.
If Morehead comes out the
victor in the OVC race, it won't
be the first time they've been
a power in the league. Back in
1956, 195%, ,and 1958,- they were
strong contenders. In 1956, the
Eagles shared the title with West.)
ern and Tennessee Tech as all
finished with 7-3 marks, then
Morehead won the playoff for the
NCAA berth. In 1957, Morehead
and Western finished 9-1 to share
the title and Morehead reprethe- lesessee- as-the--NCAA
for the second straight year. In
1958, Morehead finished second
to cbampion Tennessee Tech. •

PEOPLE 5010 80
TEAR OUT THIS Al)
. . aixl man It t...tietyt
hod
Out how you can still apply for
$1.000 life insurance policy to
help take care of final expensill
without burdening your family.
You handle the entire transaction by mail with OLD AMERICAN of KANSAS CITY. No
obligation. No one will call on
you!
Write Oxley, simply gi ving
your eamgle.dress and year of
birth. Mail to Old American Insurance Co., 4900 Oak, Dept,.
L116B, Kansas City. Mo.

HIGH RESALE VALUE
uP TO WI 5054

THAN

OTHER COMPACTS

UP TO $331 BELOW
OTHER COMPACTS

4411010411111.•.

•

1°004+10.06./

First Picture Magazine 'Reborn'
1—

Berliner Illuftrirtius

t

• Your shut la undarad free if we
nagbact to replace missing button
SANITOI

• Our extra careful laundering makes
shirts lump that new-look Inriger.

Home blundering of shirts tan nes er duplicate a prokik
atonal lob. Try ouslpersonalised shirt set.% ice today—
your shirts will look- and fit and feel like new.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
- 1 HOUR SERVICE

Comet is one of
least-expensive compacts you can
Own!-1 hese are the tack. Comes costs less when 7,01.1 bus--upto
11.331• below other compacts. Comet gives you high resale value
—up to 16171 nusre than other Clompaci4. That's why it pays to
own &Comet. But that's not all. Comet hat. fine-ear features, too.
It's the first larnily-size compact Longer wheelbase-4
to 7.5' longer-than oilier compacts — mean' more Comet room,
rot only in pleasurable Conifoll•for.f.k seating but in over
28 cu,ft. of trunk •pa. —up to twice as much as other compacts.
Comet's big-car ride Is the comfort difference Extra
kength al.° contrilaites to Coniet's road-leveling ride. The refined
, ,new suspension and easier-action springs give Comet a better ride
, thin many sfandar.1 cars. And you'll find Comet turns, parks and
handles almost as easily as•tricycle!
• 1
- - iTalk about economy and yOu're talking Comet TO save
1 on gas,
choose eifher of Comet's hi° thrifty engines. You
,'change. Comet oil only every. 4,000 nide., get Ifre better tire
mileage, save on licenses and insurance. And Cornet's super;
i .cuaniel finish won't cost you a cent for wszing'--ne•er needs it!

Once a strong voice for democratic Germany, the world's first
weekly perturei magarme Berliner Illustrute. this month is hong
published for the knit time in English It is a special Some devoted
to the divided city of Berlin, and is the fire appearance of the
magazine sinre Germans 's fall
A portrait of President John F Kennedy appears on the rover.
Picture 'stories report on free Berlin's beisinewi and industry,
fashion. orbs religem and people, in the mist',? of a "red sea
itrrfiner lihtstrirto was for 40 sear. the leading photo magazine
in Germany and Europe With the advent of the Nazi regime the
publication fell under Nan influence Publication ceased in 1945,
The special name came into being hecaufte a German
Axel Su ringer. believes that thew the once
respected testa.at ion he can beat expree the grritefalneas of the people of Berlin
to their friends in the western world.
A potential collector'', item the special English inane graphically
ricrmoost rate% the problem of bow butnan lir-wooer on in a di.isisd
city in a divided nation.

••••••••••••*••••••••

Lasting quality,,even where it doesn't show Comet is
quality; inside and out. Unit-built to keep quiet, seas sturdy and
durable, Comet also has rustprnofed trial underbody parts,
complFte soundproofing and an aluminired muffler.
•B•s•el o^ a C0
,
Di all rninefertureri 'tussled Mad pr,“
90
limo. Di me5•Initems !ravine Mail Foxes sod Aglomot,ve 'Ursa
lipaft AWOL

ornet

the better compact car

SEE COMET—THE COMPACT WITH THE BIG RESALE VALUE —AT YOUR MERCURY-COMET
DEALER
LINCOLN -MERCURY

DIVISION

HATCHER AUTO SALES Inc
Phone PL 3•49112

••‘.•

•

Both two- and four-door sedans and wagons Take sour
pick from isnlarrs or wagon.. Comet wagnns have up to 30'"0
twee tier *poet behind the front scat than most other corn.
part., plin a convenient roll-down rear window.

•

^
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ltp
duces( prices. See them at Ward 3-47'25.
Auto, Phone PL 3-3053.
HAVE A LARGE Selection of
WE
j25,27,30f1,3,6,8,10,13,15c
used TVs. Each one has been
HAY FOR SALE, SEE JOE Con- carefully examined to insure your
ley, Phone PL 3-1284.
j30c lasting TV enjoyment. Ward Auto
Phone PL 3-3053.
j25,27,30f1,3,6,8,10,13,15c
75 ACRE FARM, NEW THREE

GOOD USED RANGES, ALL IN BLACK ANGUS BULL. 113Moe.
excellent condition at greatly re- old. Entitled to register. Call PL

FOR RENT

j

FURNISHED 3 ROOM Apartment
with bath, private entrance, and
heat furnished. Located on North
j30c
16th ext. Call PL 3-5140.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. Gas
heat. Available now. Phone PLaza
ltc
3-1408.
FURNISHED APARTMENT. 103
N. 18th Street. Phone PL 3-4576.
11 c

1--

HELP WANTED

PART TIME WOMAN TO WORK
in local office 1 to 5 p.m., 5-day
per week. Must be able to take
short hand and type. Also must
be a permanent resident of this
county. Apply to Box 574, giving
age, education, experience and
tic
martial status.

Take the case of Adolph Coors,
- An FBI the brewing magnate who disWASHINGTON
agent answered the telephone hi appeared from his Colorado home
his Washington office lIe was last February. FBI agents launchtipped that four men planned to ed an intensive investigation as
rob a prominent businessman's kidnaping was suspected. Coors'
i home here.
body finally was found on a
Warerr' the four bandits forced Colorado mountainside in Septheir way into the home, they tember. No kidnaping appeared to
were greeted by local police. Both be involved and the FBI stepped
MEN
Sides fired. After the melee one out of the case, turning all its
Train To Be
criminal was dead and the oth- evidence, and files over to Colorado county authorities.
ers captured.
The Federal Bureau of InvesHowever, the evidence appeartigation relates the story to illus- ed to implicate an escaped contrate the daily exchange of infor- vict, Joseph Corbett III. In March
mation between its investigators he made the FBI's list of the 10
and local law enforcement offi- most wanted fugitives-for crimes
cials.' The FBI didn't handle the other than the Coors case. In
case itself because no federal October the FBI, working with
POWER SHOVELS
statute was involved.
Canadian officers, captured CorBULLDOZERS
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover bett in Vancouver, Canada.
GRADERS
has cited this type of-cooperation
These communication channels
SCRAPERS
as an argument against estab- work both ways. Yearly the buOTHERS
lishment of a federal crime corn. reau ,investigates about 16,000
Trained men are earning $165
mission, favored by some officials. cases involving the transport of
per week and up. Thousands of
FBI men mix with all walks of stolen autos over state lines.
additional m e n are needed
life, bureau spokesman point out, About 75 per cent of these cases
right now to operate the heavy
and the' agency maintains mas- grow from information supplied
equipment used in building
roads, bridges, dams, airfields, sive files of criminal information. by state and local authorities.
Teamwork among diverse poWhenever items concern local or
etc.
Complete training information, state law enforcement the intel- lice agencies is a "working realligence is passed on directly and ity," according to Hoover. He has
send name, addresis, age, teleimmediately. Hoover has opposed said the most effective way to
phone number a n d working
any "super-agency" that might combat crime is to strengthen
hours to:
local enforcement whenever it
slow down or clog this system.
UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT
13,892 weakens, because these agencies
The FBI distributed
OPERATORS SCHOOL
tterns-er (TIMM& Initaniation tO are -the nation's first line of de11$ wvi Sth tz..1
local agencies during last July, fense against crime."
Evansville, Ind,

Instructions

HEAVY
EQUIPMENT ,
OPERATORS

NOTICE

LOST & FOUND

10 80
THIS

SALE ON WEDDING RINGS.
Regular $7' to $12.50, your choice
$2.95 and taxes at Lindsey Jewflc
elers, Murray, Ky.

LOST: POINTER BIRD DOG, liv
er and white, liver ticks on back.
About 9 months old.'C'aTh PLaza
flc
3-4995.

today to find
still apply for
ranee policy to
final expenste
I your family.
e entire. tnans/ith OLD AMSAS OITY. No
le will call on

LADIES FAMOUS BRAND Shoes
New Shipment each week, Sale
days Thursday. Friday and Saturday, in taisement of Murray
Hatchery 406 So. 4th Street. 3-30-e

imply giving
as • and year of
i American Ina) Oak, Dept,
ay, Ma.
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4:Nakial( WELL,IT TOOK
5IX WEEKS,
BUT I FINALLY
FIGURED IT
OUT .

ALL IN ALL HE GAVE HER
TWENTV-TWO TURTLE DOVES,
THIRTY FRENCH HEN61144RTY-61 X
CALL*EIRDS,FORTY 6011)RIN65,
FORTY-TWO El:ESE-A-Lk/1Na....
11

There were 94,893 registered
civil and commercial aircraft in
the US. at the end of 1958, nearly 452 per cent more than at the
end of 1940.
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Answer to Saturda-y's Puzzle
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DOWN

DOUBLY OFFICIAL: With Gov. Bert Combs at his
elbow, 6-year-old Gussie Snyder, of Ashland, who "starred'!
a
in his own televised open-heart operation in Louisville
year ago, "countersigns" the Governor's proclamation desigDeSpain,
R.
nating February as Heart Fund Month. Charles
Bardstown, State Ileart Fund campaign chairman, nearest
Governor, and H. G. Coffman, Lexington, State business vital
(chairman for the drive, seemingly approve.
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LIL' ABNER

voleis• fts„„gigina,
YOU SEE NO
TI-IE "ELECTRONIC
DETECTIVES"TAPES FOSDICK,WHY,IT
S SMART ID
AVE SF-NSED Arsil WAS
•
FIRE
CRIME L.
SOMEWHERE!'

You!!

_ _• • _
_
(GuLp.,
)-WE ka L

•ImErl•t•

GOOD CLD E D. MOVES
ED.
WHILE A CRIME IS BEING
IS
COMMITTED, NOT AFTERPREPARING
LIKE'u::-IN OTHER
TO .„
WORDS,FOSDICK-

APT TO LOC:.-1 A
LOT OF THF.
THIS WA-/-

I

FIRE!!
_1

YOU'RE 0045011TV'
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by Ernie BushmIller

NANCY
II i I

h

I STARTED
TO WASH
THE CAR

OH, THAT'S
FINE,
HOW DID IT
TURN

IT'S

Of
Imo
146 b., 11.gord

4.14e ••••••••4
11,4...•

.SPZ;eSSala4/1.4.Estal---
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AnalE AN' SLATS

AIME -7-(GAsP)

I CAN'T,
TREE TOP- MORES
THE (SOB) PITY

OCiC)B'/E, TREETDE„--- I, SUPPOSE
NO HARM ,IN TELDN''0:0-SIMONE'S
TO NEW YORK

TELL

--'4

-THAT'S ALL I KNOW

30

Van Bunn

THERS- AND
THEN --I'LL
SEARCH AND,SEARCN EGR.
ciHER - -

OU PROMISE IT'S ONLY TO

WHERE DID SIMONE
GO q - YOU MUST

I

FREEZING ,OUT

OUT ?
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11-Arranges ii
folds
10-Military
•selstant
11-Frame of
mind
16-Taro (pl.)
20-Unit of
energy
22-11ebrew
month
22-Quarrel
24-Couple
25-Spanish
article
26-Posed for
portrait
30-Maturem
32-Pile
33-New EnrIand
in
36'Sorrow
311-Artist••
board
41-At a distance
43-Explosive
abbr.

ACROSS
1-Plerce
5-Pain
9-Obstruct
12-A state
13-Holm oak
14 -Spa nigh for
"river"
IS-Waits on
17-Note of scale
is-Fuse
1,2-1„Inemploy ed
D"Mound
22-Sinfanderers
27-1.1xist
28-Comb. form:
ancient
29- 1.ung.
ificlider fish
31- Timid
34 Thri e-toed
sloth
15-Stii eh
it -Gratuity
39-Babylonian
deity
itii-Attenipt
42,1 Tankard
44- Pertaining
ri, then-Pope
pi-r•iuourictIon
Paper
enclosure ,
fha•tilk•
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1The Loan Ilidarly CLIFF FARRELL

A

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LOST: BLACK MALE FRENCH
poodle dog. Answers to , name
Martini, child's pet, reward. Mrs.
flc
J. T. Todd, PL 3-5606.

CARD OF THANKS
BE SURE YOU SEE THE ALL
new Silver King Vacuum cleaner,
We wish to express our deep
the world's finest in home reno- appreciation for the many kind
vation. Call Robby for free dem- expressions of sympathy in the
mar3c sickness and death of our dear
onstration, PLaza 3-5505.
niother and sister, Mrs. Laura
Mayfield.
A Stirring Western Suspense Novel
We especially want to thank
those who gave the food, and the
beautiful floral offerings, those
who sang in the choir, the pianist,
11751444:
tkarlbsted by IOW 1174WW1
the song leader, Rev_ Hoyt. _Owen
147 21•••84•47•Oe : eceroPt 0 Int be Cut Tama:
hen is. best
and Rev. J. Max Sykes for their
loot.
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troaa•
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comforting words. We also want
a little Wan11 DID Mean Gilchrist 'waits, two thousand head oz. that Pure, but just
.
"140%
to thank Dr. Tommy Parker and
ton.
marry."
a
in
trail
1 I ano Mr. Diehl neppen to the
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
voices
men's
of
rumble
The
better,'
or
-Three thousand
come to San Ystaro?" Hester
May God bless each of you.
room.
Hester said. -Lisa is ihrowirs drifted from the main
Barbee asked.
The Family of Mrs. Laura Mayarguests
the
,ward
nail
Lisa
B."
Sax
U in with
1 tp
-They were In San Antonio Triangle
field.
uttered a idei , g ottuC rive by carriage some thirty
eau'
fIrst" Paul Drexel said "They
arms minutes earlier.
whoop ana t 0 re*
neard that roundup was Orme
"I'm ready to put my figure
Lisa. She tound'tneraen
run early by the ranchers In the around
the sake of
the gr oun 0 and on exhiLltion for
San Ysidrc and trail n e r de lifted oft
tier and set selling cattle," she said.
being put up. with prices at whirled. He Kissed
"Don talk like that," Hester
grinning.
rock bottom. That was what her down,
groaned.
"Stop tnat:" Hest er corn they were looking for. We're
Hester, for all her feverish
can Abel talk
Tar enrargh west se that we've mandecl. "When
activity during the day, had
got a week's advantage on to these men?"
time to array herself In
"Matt invited them to Monte found
herds from the ranges east of
a prim, blue dress that was
supper tonight"
for
Vista
Nevada.
to
trail
long
•
It.
us.
becoming.
"Tonight? Oh. misery! Ain't
They want beet no inter than
Lisa took Hester's arm,
a marl?'
September twentieth. It's said that ;list like
gathered the train of her dress
• • •
earlier
for
bonus
a
pay
they'll
and they entered the main
BEL BARBEE arrived at
delivery."
Matthew and the two
as Hester and room.
Vista
Monte
were present, and also
Paul added slowly, "Don't get
starting their visitors
were
betters
tier
thexei, but Abel WWI riot
the idea Diem & Lnehl are here
He came at Paul
activities
frenzied
to throw away money. It's
In sight.
once to speak to Lisa.
All of the men gazed. Lisa
eighteen hundred miles to this
decided to throw
You've
"So
enjoyed that moment. Matthew
place, Reno. And across hard
spiced..
ne
us?'
with
In
country San Tsidro Is alive
• came flurrying and led them to
"Yes.' She let that stat.ment
with gossip, -and some of it
I the introductions. "Miss Ftan.
Its own merits
on
stand
our new as&weals to bt hlt tint; the mark.
"How tong will dolph, he said "ta
spoke
Hester
In the cattle ousiness."
We clinched it by talking to
to this place in - Societe
to
take
it
Kit
Major Gilchrist was a
M &JOT MIChriat and Perry Diehl
Nevada, Abel?"
Mg ramrod of a man, distinthemselves this morning."
"It's four month's drive, at
"What did they say?" Hester best," he said. "It's a good guished of manner end dress
and precise of speech. Perry
asked,
month's drive beyond the
vigorous, alert, with
"They hadn't wanted to ad- farthest bo river, which is the Diehl,
frank brown eyes, seemed to be
vertise their presence, or their Rio Colors7!o of the west"
in nis early thirties.
need for cattle, but they know
There was a hollow sound in
Gilchrist bowed low to Hester.
its leaked out, and that they'll Heater's voice. "It's p•srost the
With courtly privilege. he held
have to pay So they (lid a little 'Peelle country, then."
Liss.s hand for a time In both
as in
talking. Kemp Travis
"Wouldn't it be easier to drive
his own, gazing at her. "I must
San Antonio when they first north to the Union Pacific RailI did not expect to meet
showed up there. He did his road and ship the cattle?" Lisa say
such attractive ladies. I nave
best to keep them away from asked.
award much about yot, Mrs.,
other Cattlemen until he got
-Too far to tha railroad an'
And you. Miss Rantheir names on a contract to too far In ship after you get Barbee.
of course are the young
buy eta thousand head of cattle. there," kiwi said 'The railroad dolph,
lady who inherited th, ranch
lie brought them to his ranch crosses deserts, too. We'd lose
es Triangle 0. Matthew
and ties been wining and dining the biggest part of ern. crowded known
has told us about it."
them for three OT four days."
Into cars for thet long a spell.
Paul took part in some of the
"Ha" Hester burst out "Now Shipptn. costs would eat up all
exchange and the banter, and
we know why Kemp started the earnin , even it we got
perfectly at ease. Matthew
tryin• to buy beef from us all through with em. The only v..o.a
remained In the background,
of 5 sudden "
profit In Longhorns is thet they
smiling remotely at the right
Paul nodded. "But Gilchrist carry theirselves to market on
thrive times and In the right moments,
ne their own langs.
that
guessed
and Dieh
with only halt attermany in country where other breed listening
that
supply
couldn't
Bon.
beeves from his own outfit, and would lean down."
Lisa IlaW Matthew turn, saw
"Abel, you ride into town an'
was stalling -until he could buy
s warm and welcoming light
cattle cheap from other owners get barbered an' a haircut."
could tome into his eyes. Abel bad
- meaning us and Frank Hester commsnded "You
If entered the room.
O'Hara. They thanked Kemp do with a new necktie too
"Sorry I'm late gentlemen,"
the
for entertaining them and there's one to be bad at
Abel said.
moved to town. They're ,till store."
He came Into the better glow
• • •
buying thr ee thousand need
Heater uttered
ISA GAZED at herself by of the lamplight.
from Kemp which ts abnut all
In a small, startled sound. Abel's
he cafi put on the trail in a Ity amplight in the mirror
right eye was swollen and turnhurry, but they figure they'd her room at Morte Vista_ She
tng purple. Anot her bruise
prefer to make their own deals wore an evening gown, her only
glowed lividly on tat cheekbone.
for the rest_ They talked to one, which Hester nad pounced
A strip of m ed ic al piaster
on with a cry of triumph when
Frank O'Hara."
adorned his chin_ His garb bore
Lisa Randolph spoke 'quickly. her trunk had been opened.
I
of in-ground dust,
She turned, marking the good the stain
"When ?"
but despite much brush In g. His
"The morning before Frank lines of her figure. Slender,
that white shirt had suffered damwas shot," Paul said. "They with the curving allure
age, and his string tie was
went to O'Hara Hous e, but was necessary for a gloveslightly off center.
Frank was drunk and ugly. He fitting affair such la this, It
barewas making threats against was an emer aId-htied
Lisa has a provocative Inshe had
Abel. They went hack to town, shouldered gown that
the terpretation: "What Mr Bardeciding, to wait until Fronk last worn to the theater in
bee meanie In that he dor-1ml
managed
had sobered up before making opulent era. She nail
believe In putting s woman
to cling to this gown through
any further move."
on display as s means of
"What did you tell 'em about the barren days.
tempting you men Into a
She looked at Hester and saw
us?" Hester asked.
busIncss deal." Continue the
"Matt tOld them we're about In her a wistful envy.
Hester said. story here Monday.
ninety per cent rounded urip and • "Blast you,"

O'Donoghue. former chairRUM STEER IS CLAIMED-Martin
ird of moniUnion
man of the court-appointed Teamsters
in Washingtors, gestures as he tells Senate investigators
Hoffa has not taken
ton that Teamsters President James
Teamsters of corrupt in"one significant step" to rid .the
authority of the
fluence. Hotta, listening, challenged the
committee to question him.
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11400-Ingemar Johanason, in trainCHIEF 'SECOND' WITH
heavyweight
at regaining the world
try
13
March
ing for his
happy now 'that fiancee
looks
Patteraun,
Floyd
title from
Miami, Fla.
Birgit Lundgren Is with him in
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August and September. They passed more than 4,000 other items
on to federal investigative agencies.

Information Trade
Best Enforcement
Policy, FBI Says

Ds

Ir. E. WAiJT

WE HAVE A LARGE Selection of
automatic and wringer type washers. All worn parts have been
replaced. Seestham at Ward Auto,
Phone PL 3-3053.
bedroom house, new pole barn,
j25,27,3011,3,6,8,10,13,15c two tobacco barns, tool shed, and
all other outbuildings. la mile off
XARGA1NS EVERYDAY at Wigblacktop. School bus route. Cyrel
gins furniture, where you buy
Wilson, 3} miles East of Hazel,
for less and bank the rest. 24 phone HY
f2p
2-3906.
miles North of Murray, Benton
Road. Phone PL 3-4566.
f3c NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY an
A-1 used refrigerator that will
JUST COMPLETED NEW 3-bed- give years of service, at Ward
in
Plainview Auto, phone PL 3-3053.
room brick house
subdivision, large living - clining
j25,27,30f1,3,6,8,10,13,15c
room, paneled kitchen and utility,
nice bath with vanity, also car UPRIGHT MAHOGANY PIANO,
in good condition. Phone PL 3port. To see phone PL 3-3903.
j30c
a30c 4389.
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Laughlin Calls Turn Right
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Conf. Overall
W. L. W. L.
7 0
11 4
11 5
6 1
8 5
4 2,
3 2.. 7 7

International
to I nited
Murray 'and Eastern while Eastern
The next time Morehead coach must visit East Tennessee
and
Bobby Laughlin says his team Morehead. Western has road
WA Ky. ......
tes4
will be in tight contention for remaining with Eastern,
Morehead-- Murray,
IIATIONAL REPRESENTATIV/23 WALLACE WITMER CO. 13611
the Ohio Valley Conference title, Morehead a ii d East
Eastern Ky. . Tennessee
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. Now York, 3117 K. **chiother OVC enriches may sit up while Murray must visit
Muri ay
east
mps Aye,.__Ckicago; Se Bolyston St., Boston.
and take notice,
.Tunai. Teriss ..:..
Tennessee, eastern, -Morehead and
last
Laughlin
year
warned
othEast
Tenn,
Entered alt lhe Peet Office Murray, Kentucky, tor tranainalialoa as
16
59
Tennessee Tech.
Midure
Second Class Matter
r..,.,.1651l er OVC coaches, "We're going
Western has the toughest part
to be ready next year and we'll
itiBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier la Murray, per week 20e, per
be in the running for the OVC of the season ahead - having
K.I.A.C.
swath Mg- la Calloway sad adiataing counties, per year. am;
Conf. Overall 'champion-ship. Just you Wait and road games with all three of its
slunk 0.50.
challengers.
W. L. W. L. see."
L•eorgetown
*sr
6 1
11 6
that
Laughlin's Eagles should be.
At'
Eagles
time
the
were
Villa Madonna .
4 1
11 7 suffering from a dismal 3-9
OVC close contenders in the race foim
Pikeville .............3 2
12 2 season and had won only
five of the title next season, also, since
Transylvania
3 2
11 7 19 games overall so the other only two of the top seven are
Union
4 4
12 4 coaches didn't pay much
mind seniors.
9
5
Bellarmine
6 13 to Laughlin. But this year, just
Ledger & Times File
Berea ..........
U 7
40 in recent weeks, all that's
-If Morehead comes out the
been
victor in the OVC race, it won't
changed.
Others
be the first time they've been
The Murray Training School Colts won the Calloway
The Eagles whomped Middle a power in the league. Back in
W. L.
minty • Touruanituil Saturday night by ilrfeeling New
Louisville
15
2 Tennessee, 80-66 at Middle Ten- 1956, 1957 and 1958, they were
MAMIE() 74 TIA15-Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Campbell quietly mark.their 74th
Minor(' 5fi- 45. Alum placed three men on the -allwIdding anKy. State
9 4 nessee Saturday night, improving strong contenders. In 1956, the
niversary in Chester, W. Va. They were married in kocktown. Pa.. back
In 1M7. He Is
•urney leant.
Ky. Wesleyan
its season OVC mark to a glist- Eagles shared the title with West.
04, she la 93. and they have 11 grandchildren, 18 great grandchildren, four
great-great.
Kentucky
ening 6-1, second only to defend8
• Dr. J. A. Outland and his slaff, in cooperation with
ern and 'Tennessee Tech as all
Cumberland
7 9 ing champion Western, who now
P-TA. has just finishel the annual intalth eheck or
finished with 7-3 marks, then
through, says his main avocation ing, Tucker remains the tradi- Centre
3 7 stands 7-0.
le children in the first six grades at Murray Digit.
Campbellsville
is the promotion of his future fi- tionalist.
Morehead won the playoff for the
2 10
Morehead's only league loss
nancial security - for the day
"Yot.ng aspiring actors should
NCAA berth. In 1957, Morehead
A. Carman and F. H. How ton recently visited the
came
at
Western,
83-77,
and
the
when he finally does lay down save all the money they can, then
'ilbuore thtiry Farm in Asheville. North Carolina. The
Western finished 9-1 to share
and
Eagles
are
predicting
they'll
even
his traveling suitcase for good.
go to England and enroll in the
inn belonging to the Vanderbilt family has one of tile
the score when Westetn visits the title and Morehead repreRoyal
Academy
of
Dramatic
.nest Jersey Cattle herils_in the South.
"I don't like the idea of social
Morehead later this season. West- sented the league in the NCAA
* BY MAC BERME
Arts," he said. "Then travel with
security or somebody taking care
ern coach Ed Diddle and his
sited P.
linferitatiorsi
for the second straight year. In
a small repertoire company.
‘k inter cox-ere(' Calloway Comity - with a cloak of ice
assistant, Ted Hornbeck, agreed
TULSA. Okla. (OH - Often .of me," he said. "I am buying
"This is the best way by far•id snow last night and today after two weeks of above
1958, Morehead finished second
they'll
need
"a
master
effort
a traveling actor or,musician will non-interest bearing government they don't teach
to
SALT
LAKE CITY VP - The
sickness, method
!re weather. Streets and highways are covered with confess
champion Tennessee Tech.
to
win
up
0
there."
that he'd just as soon bonds with 10 per cent of my or neurosis acting
- just pure president of 'the American Phardangerous sheet of ice.
quit the road and settle down by salary - bonds that will be ii
maceutical Association' says the
While
Morehead
lodged
is
in
negotiable upon retirement."
cost of a stay in the hospital is the runnerup spot, both Eastern
The lilts -Station Cafe_plitiis taa utove to a downtown hearth and home, and "live !ike
people."
less than it was in 1940.
.ration,
Tucker said this plan gives him
and Murray remain quite active
1. woils will piiive his office I,, the lois! other
But not Forrest Tucker. star of
KEEPING UP
•fe location. anti
Cali will Mot c le. the litiantstent the road show version of Mere- incentive to continue working.
Ronald • Robertson, Spokane, in the race for the league title
since after a certain earned wage
tin .Ainerieati• Legion
Wash.,
says that's because new and a berth in the NCAA tourCONCORD. N. H
dith Willson's "The Music Man." "it
- Offiis pure economic foolishness
nament. When Morehead meets
cials encourage motorists to read drugs have shortened periods of
"I never had much desire for a to go
"on working, when the govthe Thoroughbreds Friday night . .'. and mail
it today to find
while they drive in New Hamp- hospitalization or even make it
1961 was almost ceetain to show home and roots, and a white ernment takes nearly 90
more light should be shed on the
per cent shire.
out how you can still apply for
The snow bulletins are unnecessary.,
a deficit and former President picket fence, and a garden and a of your wages."
entire
matter.
An example, Robertson points
posted at toll plazas on the New
a $1,000 life insurance policy to
Dwight
Eisenhower" $30.9 biI- lawn that needs mowing." said
As for the new schools of act- Hampshire turnpikes
out. is pneumonia cases. The ail..on budget for fiscal 1962 could Tucker dt ring a stopover in TulMorehead and Eastern have on- help take care of final expensa.
(Continued from Page 1)
ment used to mean an automatic ly two 'more road games
be balanced only if Congress en- sa. "I like to hit the road, the
this without burdening your family.
two-week confinement in a hos- season but Western Kentucky
acted recommended revenue one-night stands and all that goes
has
You handle the entire transpital. Now many cases are cared three and Murray State
, need to increase the gold measures and the economy re- with a traveling show." _
four. acthin by mail with OLD AM.the
ice from $35 an ounce. to un- bounded higher and sooner than
AlamoThis philosophy parallels that
- - -- -Morehead has yet to play at IER-ICAN of KANSAS
TIME TO
CITY. No
se exchange controls.or to fall Kennedy's economists expected.
of Prot Harold Hill - Tucker's
obligation. No one will call on
-ck m restrictive trade policies.
SEE A
MURRAY, Ky., Jan. 24, 1961.
Even in this fiscal squeeze. the role in 'The Music Man," Tucker
•
you!
has been with the national tour- Murray Livestock Market report.
"This administration will „not President said a new administraWrite todsy. simply gi v ing
SHOW!
ing
company
of
the
show
for
29
Hogs:
OS.
Receipts
mostly mixstort the • value of the dollar tion had to build- on spending
•our aamalAdress and year of
months and recently signed for ed grade butchers. steady
any fashion." he said "That and revenue estimates already
508 W. Main St.
Telephone PL 3-2821
birth, Meal to Old American Inanother
year
on
the
road
No.
1. 2, and 3 barrow and gilts VARSITY. s;:rarigers Vi'hun W •
a pledge Prudence and good submitted.
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
Feature 115 muss,, starts
surance Co., 4900 Oak, Dept,.
"Within that framework," he • While Tucker's career spans 190-230 lb. $17.50; 240-275 lb. Meet"
'
vise do require. however. thillt
some 29 years and 90 motion pic- $16.25; 275-350 lb. $15.00-15.75; at 1:32, 4:02, 6:3:
L116B. Kansas City. Mo.
9:02
IP
ew steps be taken to ease the said. "barring the development of
tures, it's stage work I-k*I
de- No. 2 and 3 sows 300-600 lb.
ONSIORS6 deficit and prevent airy urgent national defense needs or
lights
him
most.
$13 25-14.75.
a worsening economy, it is my
ski crisis "
- "It's a thrill to make people
Cattle: 229. Receipts mos t 1 y
current intention to advocate a
To do this, he announcer, an eirogram at expenditures which, laugh and applaud - to see a COWS and stockers. Cows strong
nmediate program to a-rtvenues from a sturni- couple holding hands by the end to mostly 50e higher, other classes
.gn Investment and tra.s.;
Witg8rthe -economy. en.1 not of of a show - to see someone pull steady to strong. Few Standard
noted States. to prnmote Amer- and by themselves unbalance the 'out a handkerchief during the and Good 700-900 lb. slaughter
tender scenes," said Tucker.
-an exports at stable prices, arid earlier bLdget,"
heifers $20.25-25.20; Utility $19.25Despite his long familiarity 20.513; Standard and Good
wink loopholes in tax and c-asSere Outkeak
rrn laws that encourage undue
Seldom has a peacetime Presi- with the role. "The Music Man" lb. mixed slaughter yearlings
:wet, spending of dollars abroad. dent prrsented such a stern na- !till is very much of a challenge, $22.75-24.10; Standard -and Good
Tied •14 with the dollar gap. tional and international outlook he said. As Prof Hill, TLcker 300-500 lb. slaughter calves
,e defense speed-up and the as Kennedy aid in his address performs nearly every theatrie, $20.25-24.00; Utility and Commeraging economy were the federal deasered in what he called -an from dancing, singing, double- cial cows $13.50-15.70: Canner and
- -dgets for this and the next hour of nations; per:: a r..-4 nation- takes. monologues to love scenes Cutter $11.75-14.60; 2 Commercial
and comedy.
scal year Kennedy said fiscal al opportunity."
bulls 318.75; Good and Choice
Has he lost aoy enthusiasm for 400-600 lb stock steers $22.50uP 1016:11014 THAN GinER COMPACS
part after such a long tour? 26.00: Co:ninon and Med i um
- if you do. you get out of 818.00•2.3.00: f e w Medium
'
and
Mut towe business," is Tucker's answer. Good" 0-300 lb. stock
he
'A doctor who takes out his 313.00-2 .10; Good a n d
Choice
• n-thousandth appendix has no 600-800 lb. feeder
steers $23.25.-ss enthusiasm tor his skill than 25.20" Medium 20.00-23.00.
had on his first," is the wai
Calyes: 55, Vealers Steady. Good
Fucker put it. "I wouldn't wan! a and Choice 180-250 lb.
yealers
,- ctor to take cat my appendix $30.00-34.00; Standard to low- if he lacked his original en- Good $26.00-31.50; Utility
$15.00•Iiisiasm""
25.-00: Good 250-300 lb. $28 00Tucker. an actor through and 31.50.
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Ten Years Ago Today
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Forrest Tucker
Wants No Roots,
Likes Hitting Road

Drugs Shorten
Hospital Stays

PEOPLE 50 TO 80
TEAR OUT THIS AD

iennedy •

P.

Federal State Market
News Service

MURRAY LOAN CO.
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HIGH RESALE VALUE

UP TO $331 BELOW
OTHER COMPACTS

AT LAST...I'VE FOUND

SHIRT SERVICE THAT FINISHES
JIM'S COLLARS EXACTLY THE WAY
HE LIKES THEM!

•

FINE-CAR
FEATURES

First Picture Magazine 'Reborn'

•

lAtPlitC Al

Berliner Illuitrirte

•••

svogl,"

2\c•

eocka

i

^'"
• Your shirt laundered free if we
neglect to replace missing buttons
• Our realm careful laundering mak•S
shirts keep that new-look longer.

Mime laundering of shirts can ncver duplicate a proles.
atonal lob. Try our personalized shirt service tadayww
your shirts will look and fit and feel hke new.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
- 1 HOUR SERVICE

()rice a strong voice for democratic Germany, the world's first
wee-kilt- picture MHEHIIIIMP. Berliner Illuiarirte, this month is being
published for the find time in English It is asps-is! issue devoted
to the divided at of Berlin. and is the first appearance of the
magarine singe Germany'. fall
A portrait of President John F Kennedy appears on the enter.
Picture frtori
; report on free Berlin's htl,
,
t1T11.4.4 and industry,
fashion, arid teiiruin and people, in the midst of "red spa"
flcefiner
w.cori for 40 %ear: the leading photo UlaVatine
in Germany and Europe with the advent of the Nazi regime the
1,;iblicstion fell under Nari influence Publication ceased an 1945.
The special issue came into being becalist a German publisher,
A vt'l trii,tiogi•r. believes that thni the once highly respected inibli;
t44itAll he can hest express the ICTstefillDess of
the Pe"Ple of Berlin
their friends in the Western world. ,
A potr ntral rollector's item, the special English isape graphically
tfl.rit.tral,..
. the problem of how human life goes on in a
ft
,
di. itl.d
city iii a divided nation.

Comet is one of the least expensive compacts you can
own!'I h.".' are ti.' tat to. (•;ornet cost, less %hen t a lint -up in
*1.11• below other compares. Comet gives you high resale- velars_
—up ti, $617t more than other compacts. That's why
it pays to
'rosin a Cornea lIar that'• not all. Carnet has fine-car features, too.
It's the first family-size compact Longer aheellase-up
In 7.5
.longer than other compacts -means more Comet room,
not only in plea.airable comfort-for -slit seating -but in over
28 cu. it, of trunk space-up to twice as much IlLA other compacts.
'Connt's big-car ride Is the comfort difference Extra
length also contributes' to Corrirt's road leveling ride. he refined
new suspensi;in and easier-action springs give Comet a bet ter tide
, than many standantcars. And you'll find Comet turns, parks and
'handles aimed as easily as•tricycle!
'Talk about economy and you're talking Comet To save
on gas, rinst.e either of Crimet's two thrifty engines. You
change Comet oil only every
get
better tire
mileage, fa %Pitof) licenses anal insurance. Arid Cornet's au per.enamel finish taunt cost sou a•cent for liallirig — ne%er needs it!

4,099 miles,

•Itt.saml ot, I co,parlan 04

,anufecturws' koserilsel retail ;ince&
trued OM minetsctiesis svssesied 5158epnces 1e0 Autonsobre /LOIN
Report AWOL

omet

the better compact car

SEE COMU-THE COMPACT WITH THE BIG RESALE VALUE-AT YOUR MERCURY
-COMET DEALER
LINCOlii-MERCURy

DIVISION

:12;1_1,
•44/r
aven/
.

HATCHER AUTO SALES Inc,
Phone

PL 3-4982

•
*NO

Both two- and four-door sedans and wagons
Take sour
pi. k from sedans or isagons. Comet wagons have up
to 30';
more cargo space behind the front rest than most other
compacts, plus a convenient rollssiown roar window.
Lasting quality, oven where it doesn't show Comet is
Talus,
anti out. I. nit-built to keep quiet, sta s sturdy and
durghle. Comet also has rustpthMed vital underbody
parts,
complete soundproofing and an aluminized muffler.
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1958, they were
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W4 HAVE A LARGE Selection of
auttiouitic and wringer type washers. All worn parts have been
replaced. See them at Ward Auto,
Phone PL 3-3053.
325,27,3011.3,6.8,10,13,15c
AINS EVERYDAY at Wig,pARGFurniture, where you buy
for less and bank the rest 24
miles North of Murray, Hentoo
flc
Road. Pbone PL 3-4566
JUST COMPLETED NEW 3-bedroom brick house m Plainview
st.bdivcrain, large living - dining
larm, paneled kitchen and utility.
nice bath with vanity, also car
port. To see phone PL 3-3903.
330c
GOOD USED RANG/S. ALL IN
excellent condition at greatly re-

the playoff for the
n 1957, Morehead

lished 9-1 to share
Morehead

lip •
(hared prices See thaw M 161114,1 3-64
1#.
Auto, Phone PL 34053,
WE HAVE A LARGE Selection of
)25,27.30f1.3.6,8,10,11,1k
uss/d TVs Each ocse has been
HAY FOR SALE. SEE JOE Coa---: medially exaar.-nesd to insure jaat..r-7
lex- Plastic PL,...3-.1ZSit.
jak.!lasting TV erkeiment Ward Auto!
Phone PL 3-3053
32.5.27,3011.3.6.8.10.13.1k
75 ACRE FARM, NEW THREE
bedroom house, new pole Sarri.';
two tobacco barns, tool abed, and
all other outbuildings. la Mile off
blacktop School bus route Cyrel'
FL-RIND;HED 3 ROOM Apartment
Wilson, 31 miles Eas1 of Hazel, with bath, private entrance. and
phone HY 2-3906
heat furnuheel. Located on North

straight year. In
second
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Train To Be

HEAVY
EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS

r

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

LOST & FOUND

WEDDING RINGS.
SALE ON
Regular $7 to $12.50, your choice
$2 95 and taxes at Lindsey Jewfie
elers. Murray. Ky.

LOST: POINTER BIRD DOG, lives- and white, liver ticks on biedt.
Abstit 9 months old. Call PLam
fIC
•
3-4995.
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ehRitenred
tiptoeing,
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simply giving
ress and year of
)1d American In1900 Oak, Dept,.
City. Mo.

-Take the Pam of Asti** ecteins,
the brovir4 snag-axes, wee, *aappeared tem-, hu Colorado he
IFtebraar, FRI airenm latimd9asi mamma-e ineesititgation as
16111sibping was MIScrollAIPA COOTS'
Poland On I
A•11.10 MOO ntaimkte in Sap/algae No kiOnarintg appeared to
savalvad, and the FUI
ot the caw nirning all its
'•• and Ales .w-ac to Cohirado ...atiltj aiath.itities

lifhee the tour bandits foroed
the:: way- inte the home. they
were greeted tr. local
side hmi Atter the melee one
ertr-.rial was ;toad and the
era c'aptured
liowevet, the pViat4Trets fiffsPArFederal Mimeo M NNe .
ttaile.on relates the story to Chis- ell to implicate an escaped coniveiNett Ill III March
Ince the diely exchalwr of intor- vki.
amit.on between its investigator* he made the FBI', list of the 10
sad local law entorvelyseni offi- moat wanted nigiti.ms-for crimes
dein't handle the Mem than the Coorik Calwe In
cial- The
case itself became no federal October the ESL working with
POWER SHOVELS
Canadian officers, captured Corstal-te was involved.
3.10c
16M esti. Call PL 3-5140.
BULLDOZERS
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY an
Dire-tor 3 Edgar Hoover belt Iri Vancouver, Canada
GRADERS
A-1 used retrtgerator that will THREE BEDROOM HOUSE Gas;
These communication channels
has cited this type of cNioperatton
SCRAPERS
give years of service, at Ward , heat Available now. Phone Masa if
as an argument EiltaltIN.1 estab- work both weisrs. Yearly the GoOTHERS
Ile
Auto, phone PL 3-3053.
8-14011.
14,000 .
imessitszate• abont
lishment of a federal crime coM- mm
,
$165
Trained men are
325,27.3011.3.6,8,10.13,15c
mem Involving Vie tre nsport of
mbsion, favored by some
of
103
up.
per
T.
and
week
Thousands
APARTMEN
FURNISHED
Mate I WAN'.
OVPAr
men m%. with all walks Of stolen autoe
additional m e is are needed
UPRIGHT MAHOGANY PIANO, N. 16th Street Phone PL 3-4576.
hie bureau spokesman point out. At.0111 75 per cent of these (same
now
tiO
riser
heavy
the
/lc
operate
In good condition. Phone PL 3sac the agency nutritaina- mas- grow from information Fittailied
equipment used in building
j30c
4389.
site files of criminal information. by stole and local minim-Kau
roads, bridges, dams, airfields,
.. 1m:el or
Tessiow‘wit aiming di.ersie 110.
WI"ctuner items conceit.
BLACK ANGUS BULL 18 M.
etc.
sta:c law enforcement the Intel- WV agencies Is a "working realold. Entitled to 'register. Call PL
Complete training Information,
ligorice is paied on directly and ity," according I.. Hoover MP has
send name. address. age. teleto
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d working
n
a
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The
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BLACK MALE FRENCH
LADIES FAMOUS BRAND Shoes LOST:
dog. Answers to name
New -Shipment each week. Sale poodle
child's pet. reward. Mrs.
days Thursday, Friday and Sat- Martini,
f lc
PL 3-5606
urday, in basement of Murray J. T. Todd,
Hatchery 406 So. 4th Street. J-30-c
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THANKS
CARD
BE SURE YOU SEE THE ALL
trainin
Johansson,
cleaner,
111400-Ingemar
new Silver King Vacuum
Wc wish to e x p rest: our t eep
CHIlli IACONO' WITH
did&
regaintrig the world heavyweight
world's finest In home reno- appreciation for the "many kind
the
at
try
13
March
his
ing for
With floe. Bent Combo at hla
Robby for free dem- expressions of sympathy in the
looks happy now that fiancee
OFFICIAL:
Call
Patterson.
vation.
DOUBLY
Floyd
IT'S
title from
who "Mitred"
mar3c sickness and death of our dear
in Miami, Fla.
onstration, PLaza 3-5505.
elbow, 6-yeartild Guriele Snyder, of Ashland,
Birgit Lundgren la with him
In Loulaville a
In his own televised open heart operation
mother and sister, Mrs, Laura
proclaniation Jetta.
year ago, "countersigns" the Governor's
Mayfield.H. DeSpaln,
noting February as Heart Fund Month, Chillies
We especially want to (hark
floored
Bardstown, State heart Fund campaign chairman,
the
and
food,
the
gave
who
business gifts
those
Governor, and II. G. Coffman, Lexington, State
those
offerings,
floral
beautiful
ehalrmau for the drive, seemingly slipups's.
who sang in the choir, the pianist,
Owen
Hoyt
the song leader,
and Rev. J. Max Sykes for their
always a • ect to 1004 like
'I've
put
Coulcl
and
d.
rd;Id-brande
IS
CIIA 7E1
comforting words. We also want
FIER
6A
IN ALL
two thousand head Ot, that Pure, but put a littlet %WU
"140% DID Map' Gilchrtst
to thank Dr. Tommy Parker and
"
ton
hurry."
a
in
trail
Use
anti Mr. Diehl npripzut to
A
the J. H. Chun:hill Funeral Home.
The rumble of men's voices
-Three thousand or better.
conic to San Yetdro?" Hester
May God bless each of you.
the main morn.
from
drifted
Ihrowlin'
a
''1..las
said.
Hester
Barbee asked.
The Family of Mrs. Laura Maybeard the guests arnau
Lase
Fi."
Hat
With
iii
Triangle U
ltp
field.
-They were In San Antonio
carriage some thirty
rtatu uttered •dei.g it ttui rive oy
first" Paul Drexei said. -They
earlier.
minutes
arms
ma
v.
re
ri
t
whoop -and
heard thai roundup was bring
There were 98,893 registered
"I'm ready to put my figure
around Una. She found nerselt
run early by the ranchers in the
civil and commercial aircraft in
00
exhibition for the sake of
on
and
grouna
the
off
San Ysidrc ana trail nerds lifted
the U.S. at the end of 1956, nearcattle," she said.
He kissed her and set 'ening
being put up. with prices at whirled.
talk like that," Heater
ly 452 per cent more than at the
"Don
grinning.
down,
rock bottom. That was what her
groaned,
end of 1940.
comHeater
"Stop
they were looking for. We're
Hester, for all her feverish
-When can Abel talk
AERER
LIL °
tar enough west sr that we've manded.
during the day, had
activity
men?"
got a week's advantage on to these
time to array herself in
found
Monte
to
"Matt invited them
herds from the ranges east of
a prim, blue dress that waa
for supper tonight"
us. It's a long trail toNeevada, Vista
becoming.
Ain't
•
"Tonight? Oh. misery'.
They want beet no tater than
WHILE A(FUME IS BEING
Lisa ,look heater', arm,
a man?'
like
;list
that
said
It's
twentieth
September
gathered the train of her dress
COMM I T TED, Nar
• • • •
YOU faLL
they'll pay a bonue for earlier
and they entered the main
IN OTHr_P
BEL BARBEE arrived at
delivery."
•
room. Matthew anti the two
FOSDICK
Vista as Healer and
Monte
WORDS),
also
and
visitors were present,
Paul added alov.dy, "Don't get
her belpera were Marling their Paui lizeitei, but Abel was not
the idea (Attu & Chen' are here
activities. He came at
frenzied
in sight.
to throw away mane y. It's
SOMEWHERE!!
once to speak to Lisa
All of the men gated. LJaa
eighteen hundred miles to this
You've decided to throw
Matthew
Ori)oyed that moment
place, Reno. And across hard
in with us" be askoCL
Caine flurrying and led them to
country San Yaldro is alive
She let that staturient
"Yea.'
•••.•the introductions. -Mies Ranwith gossip, and some of It
stand on its own merits
he said 'Ls our new a•dolph,
seems to ne hitting the mark.
will
spoke. -How long
Hester
aoclate in the cat tie eusiness"
We clinched it by talking to
it take to Lit to this place in
Major Gilchrist was a
Major Gilchrist and Perry Diehl
•,allt
Nevada, Abel"
ramrod of • man. &suning
themselves this morning."
111"1.
'
-It's four month's drive, at
and dress
"What did they say?" Hester best," he said. -It's a good ruished of manner
and precise ot speech. Perry
asked.
month's drive beyona the
Diehl. vigorous, alert with
ad'They hadn't wruited to
farthest be river. which Is the
brown eyes, seemed to be
frank
mmi••••
•• •
O.•• •••
their
vertise their presence, or
90 of the west"
Rio Color,7.
Zip ON Sp EOM ••••••• •••••••••
early thirties.
his
in
know
they
need for cattle, but
There was a hollow sound In
Hester.
Gilchrist bowed low to
It. leaked out, and that they'll Hester's voice. "It's acrost the
With courtly privilege he held
have to pay. So they did • little 'Pacts' country, then." .
Lisa a nand Mr a time in both
In
talking Kenip Travis
-Wouldn't It be easier to drive
his own, gazing at her. -1 must
San Antonio when they first north to the Union Pacific Railsay I dui not expect to meet
showed up there. He did his road and ship the catUe?" Lisa
such attractive ladies I have
best to keep them away I'ronl
I STARTED
heard mtich about yo., Mrs.
got
he
other cattlemen until
"Too far to the railroad an',
RanMiss
you.
And
Barbee.
to
contract
their names on a
too far to atop after you get
domb, of course are the young
buy its thousand head of catUe. there," Viet said 'The railroad ,
ranch
lady Who inherited tb
ranch
nts
Ile brought them to
crosses deserts, too. We'd mac
known as Triangle 0 Matthew
ahd Nis been wining and dining the biggest part ot ern. crowded ,
hiss told us about IL"
them for three or four days,"
Into care for Chet long a spell.
Paul took part in some of the
"Ha" Hester burst out -Now Shippin costs would eat up all
and the Nutter and
we know why Kemp started the earriln , even if we got exchange
perfectly at ease Matthew
tryin• to buy beef from us all through with em. The only was
und,
,
remained In the escagn
of a sudden
profit in Longhorns Is Chet they
smiting remotelp--at_ the nett
Paul nodded. "But Cliche-telt carry their-selves to market on
moments,
thrive times and in the right
ne their own lams.
Lich, guesses that
and
with only half attermany In country where other creed hatentng
that
supply
couldn't
tion.
beeves from his own outfit, and would lean down.'
Lisa saw Matthew turn, saw
"Abel you ride into town fle
was stalling -until he could buy
welcoming light
a haircut - a warm and
cattle cheer from other owners get careered an
conic into rum eyes. Abet bad
- meaning us and Frank Heater eornmonded -Too could
entered the room
O'Hara. They thanked Kemp do 'with • new /reek's. too tf
"Sorry I'm late gentlemen,"
AMR AN' ELATE
for entertaining them and there's one to be had at the
Abel said.
moved to town_ They're still store."
I WY;
•
into the better gi-Jsr
•
came
lie
•
Nita MEW./ ON At
buying three thousand need
Int“
Hester uttered
SEEIf V MKS hir*1
ISA GAZED at herself by of the,larnplagni._
from Kemp which is about all
sound. *here
ampliglit in the mirror En a small. startled
he car put on the trail tn a
(OAF ID
right eye was swollen and turnburry, but they figure' they'd her room at Mort* Vista She
tag purple Another brute*
prefer to make their own deals wore in evening gown, tier only
glowed tivialy on ".is cheekbone.
for the rest They talked td one, which Hester bad pounced
strip of medical plaster
on with a cry of triumph when A
Frank 0 Hera"
adorned his chin. His tart bore
Lisa Randolph spoke quickly. her trunk nad teen opened.
of tn-ground 3um,
She turned, marking the good the stain
"When?"
but despite much brushing Has
'The morning before Prank lines of her figure. Mender,
white shirt bad 'offered darnwas shot.' Paul said. -They with the curving allure that
glove- age, and his string tie was
went to O'Hara el o use, but was necessary tof •
this. It slightly off center.
Frank Was drunk and ugly. He fitting adtair even 11/
-tried barewas making threats against was an emerald
lies heal 5 pensive-aft-se in.
that she bad
4bei. They went tack to town, shouldered gown
-Viliat Mr Bartheater In the
decrd.ng to wait unit) Frank last worn to the
bee means i• that Ils• &wive t
enatieg•d
trid sobered up before mtismg opulent era. Mx ban
twrieve in porting a wsenowt
to cling to this gown therrigh
any further move.'
on 411‘pini se • was, if
"What did you tell 'cm about the barren days.
trrnsothri p.m men Ists
She looked at Heater and saw
tis"" Hester asked.
(eellass. the
twestri•-**
erory.
• "Matt toll th.on were abut In her a wartf,::
story Iwo* lissday.
"Blatt yo-a," Hest•f midninety per cent rounded up and
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Monday. January SOth
Scotts Grove Willa will sponsor
a mission study at -seven o'clock
at the church. Rev. Billy G.
Turner and Rea'. W. W. Dickerson will teach the book, "The
Dr-earner Comneth-.
••••
Tuesday. January 31st
Scotts Grove Va4S- will
a mission study at seven o'clock
at • thea•church. Rev. Billy- flue
Turner and Rev. W. W. Dickerson will teach the book, "The
Dreamer Cometh".
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Dairy Treat
Makes Creamy Good Dishes

CrlirrriWa:Catorie
..
eHrt
-o
r

•
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN

mei

in
CO1TAGE cheese,
l•-• food value but low in cost
and in calories, is a dairy treat
tO enjoy in a number Of Ways.

salmon. Delicious, it has an
unusual tart flavor. Serve it
With Swedish crisp bread,
crunchy, tasty and only 30
calories a slice.
For Dieters
For party use, try cottage
Dieting damsels like it with cheese dips. The basic recipe
salad for a lunch that won't can be varied by adding the
seasonings Or seafooda of your
linger on the hip line.
Good cooks-sdip into the choice.
Cheese Lasagne: Cook 8 oz.
cheese and use it as an ingredient that brings creamy lasagne noodles or any wide
goodness to a variety of noodles in boiling salted water
until tender: drain and rinse.
recipes.
Mix 2 (8-oz.) cans tomato
For one, it's a great addiwith 2 c. creamed cottion to that favorite Italian sauce
cheese, 2; tsp. basil, 1
dish, lasagne. The recipe given tage
tsp. Worcesterhere f ea t ur es a short-cut tsp. salt,
c. finelymethod of making the popu- shire sauce and
chopped union.
lar casserole.
In buttered VS-qt. casseCheese For Chowder
role, arrange alternate layers
Cottage cheese can also be of noodles, ts lb. processed
Included when soup's on. Nep- American cheese, thinly sliced,
tune Chowder, which follows, and sauce mixture. Top with
C. buttered bread crumbs
teams the cheese with canned

mixed with
e. grated Parmesan or Romano cheese.
Bake in moderate oven,
375* F., for 25 mm. Serves
6 to 8.
Neptune's Chowder: Drain 1
(8-oz.) can salmon. Add salmon liquid to 1 c. milk.
Melt 2 tbsp. butter in heavy
saucepan; add 2 thSpeiehOpped
onion. Cook until tender.
Blend in 2 tbsp. flour. Add
milk and cook over low heat,
stirring constantly until thickened.
Add 2 c. creamed cottage
cheese and salmon. Reheat,
stirring constantly.
As mixture heats, it thins
to right consistency. Season
with salt and pepper to taste.
Serve piping hot. Garnish
with chopped parsley, if desired. Serves 4.
Recipe will serve four.

Basle Cottage Cheese Dip:
Mix together lla c. creamed
cottage cheese, ma shed or
sieved, 1 tbsp. milk or sour
cream, ta tsp. finely-minced
onion, 1 tbsp. lemon juice. salt
and pepper, if needed. Makes
about Ita C.
Garden Herbs Variation*: To
Basic Dip, add 1.4 tsp, marjoram or 1 tsp. minced parsley.
Spicy Seeds Variations: To
Basic Dip, add 1 Up. celery
seed or 1 tsp. caraway seed.
Sharp Seasoning N'ariations:
To Ba_sic Dip, add 2 tbsp.
minced chives or dash of garlic salt.
Sea Food Variations: To
Basic Dip. add 1 tbsp. anchovy
paste, or ta c. cooked minced
shrimp, or la c. canned minced
clams, drain2d well and mixed
with 1 tbsp. finely - minced
onion.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — You
may- file your federal income tax
return on one of three forms.
Which should you use?
Form 1040A, short form, if
your income (or combined husband-wife income on a joint return) was less than $10,000 in
1960 and included not more than
$200 in dividends interest or
wages that were_ .ot subject to
withholding. No itemized dedu&
tions.
Form 1140W,---in4tidle form, for
unlimited salary, not more than
$200 of dividends and interest,
no other income. Taxpayer may
take - standard deduction of 10
per cent of income or itemize his
deductions. \
Form 1040, long form, for all
individual taxpayers who do not
file on other forms. It is required
for reporting rent, capital gains
or losses, retirement income.
Either standard or itemized deductions may be taken.

•
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HELPING OUT

CONCORD, N. H. flipS — The
"Blue Angels" — trucks manned
by two men and having flashing
blue lights — are patroling New
Hampshire's highways during the
night to assist driver, in trouble.
-

KIRK DOUGLAS and Kim
Nosrak are teamed ,rtra'Stranger5 When We Meet," outspoken
new drama about marital infidelity. The _Richard QatilW
production in CinerriaScope and
Eastman Color also stars Ernie
Kovacs. Barbara Rush. Walter
at au, irginia Bruce, Kent
Smith and Helen Gallaghe"Strangers When We Meet"
plays today and Tuesday at
the Varsity Theatre.

9

NOW,
'
"
N

'THURSDAY

SOMEONE ELSE'S
HUSBAND AND
SOMEONE ELSE'S
WIFE...!

Two photos by Nat'l Dattry Council

Fly-King

CRUNCHY SWEDISH crisp bread, low in calories. goes
with steaming mugs of salmon and cottage cheese chowder,

A LAYER OF AMERICAN CHEESE is added to casserole
of noodles arid tomato-cottage cheese sauce for lasagne.

4,4

APPETIZING TRAY features pickle slices, raiiishea ra,•rot
sticks, tomato slices and a selection of cottage

sot.

— - -

we'll banish
them for good
Is

The Zeta Department of the
Muosay Woman's Club held its
regular meeting at the club house
on Thursday evening at eight
oVock.

the persistent presence

of silverfish

getting

gown/ Will get them

Citizens' Housing
i The
ning Council of New

Zeta Department
Hears Procram By
The .1Iusic Chorus

you
0
—cat

41\

our free est,mate.

Presenting the prograrp for the
evening were the members of the
Music Department Chorus under
the- direction of. Mrs. Howard
Olila.

We exterminate pests
of all kinds at low cost

The Chorus sang songs pertain'rig to St. Valentine's Day as to
-origin and thsaiesthout the obervar.ce of the special day.

el your house
ment

ni STAY

or

apart-

out: Get

Mrs Cecil Farris. chairman of
•be Zeta Department, presided at
•:-.e business session.

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
Prz,^e

Suburbia Not
Planned Says
Authority

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
Cherry tarts and coffee were
NEV' YORK UPI — Suburbia
-erred by the hostesses who ..vere
s packed with people who'd love
Mrs Charles Clark. Miss Vivian
o trade the -bliss" of the back.
Hale, Mrs. Glen Hodges. Mrs
Lacy Hopaon. Mrs. Buford Hurt.
Ind Mrs A. D. Wallace

Psi's& 3-3914

Mrs. E. C. Jones
Hostess For Meet
Of Magazine Club

Everybody's going to
FURCHES

Mrs. E C C Jones tvas hostess
for the meeting of the Magazine
tier home on SraittiClub beId
10th Street on Thursday afternoon
at 230.
Officers elected to serve for the
ensuing year were Miss Cappie
Beale. president: Mrs. E. C. Jones,
vicespresiderit: Mrs. John Querterrnotis. Sr. secretary: Mrs. A.
W. Russel:. treasurer; Mrs. G. C.
Wells. reporter.
Dui-ing the social hour refreshments 's'ere a•-s..ed by the hry,tess

Your old watch is worth
more during our

She said many of those li+O—ele,the city-sthese days. they're
mostly
middle, income — are
pushed by the "lack of human
onagniation" in city planning to
fill the inner man's or woman's
need for recreation, culture and
privacy.
"We have excellent architects."
she said, in an interview "But
abominable planners."
They're pushed by deterioration
of neighborhoods once settled.
!Sable and populated by a variety
of ages and income group And.
there as a tahortage of good housmg they can afford.
V. N Allbritten opened
For one Class
her home for the meeting of the
The pull to suburbia is not
Gladya Merdrath Circle of the
alone the lart of wytt'SI -hunWoman's Missionary Society of
dred square feet of greenery and
the Memorial Baptist Church held
the "alleged bliss of the backyard
on Tuesday evening at 7:30.
bargecue:' she said.
The program on "Alcoholism"' "It is the simple fact that fedwas presented 'with Mr. Pearl eral housing legislation is ,dedis-the- -leader. Sties am!Lasted_ to the support of benefits
assiated by Mrs. Claude Miller, to buyers and builders
Mrs. Thrya Crawford, and Mrs. sales, not to retail housing."
Ortis'Zuthrie.
Miss Wood inducted public houMrs. Frances Bucicner, chair- sing as built mostly "for one
man, presided at the meeting. class—the low income."
Mrs. Halley Carter and Mrs. Cotfield Vance also took pa-rt in the
The housing expert, a brisk
discussions.
woman with short, graying hair
Refreshments were served by and bright blue eyes, is the aothe hostess- to those present in- thor of a new publication called
r.1',ding one new member,. Mits. "The
Neighborhood."
Balanced
published by a private agency,
Vance.

yard barbecue for a home in the
heart of town. says a woman authority on housing problems.
They didn't elect suburbia, said
Miss Elizabeth Wood. former diI rectar of the Chicago Housing Authority. Several factors "pu -heel"
aoci "pulled" them to that green
patch of land which lies between
urban and country living.

Ilbritten Home
Scene Of Gladys
AlcElrath .ileetinc

ONE

Don't be Prehtstortc!
Get a big allowance for that
' stone age watch regardles.
of age make or Condition
when you trade 'tin forth! smart
good looks and Jeweled lever
quakty of an up to date Stamm.

sert

HOUR

SERVICE

DRY CLEANING
SPECIALS

a

6 PIECES PLAIN $298
8 PIECES PLAIN $398
ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING

•

AlltROCAll INK
A r ,tr fAsiiirmed void, Nit
ba•attfal bulaitilrl 17 sesat.1
see SO

AS LITTLE AS 1A WEEK i

FURCHES

3:1

On The Square
Wy Have A Drop Station At Murray Wichy Washy - 207 So. 7th St.

ONE ,H0

R

SERVICE
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KIM

ERNIE

BARBARA

Kovacs Ram
Strangers
When
Me..t

favorite
dress . . . and.

IRS Answers
Tax Questions
_,_-- —
WASHINGTON 4;p9
What's
the best way to get good advice
on your federal income tax?
The Internal Revenue Service
'IRS i will answer your questions
without charge. Phone first. Many
questions can be cleared up over
_the telephone.
-You also can consult a lawyer,
accountant or other qualified tax
practitioner. That probably will
cost you money (tax deductible,
next year). But you probably can .
get more time and attention from
a private consultant than from
an IRS agent.
You also may find different ,
agents give conflicting advice or
interpretations of the rules. This'
is not uncommon in an area as
complex as the federal income
tax. If that happens your best
bet might be to get outside ad- ,
vice:especially if a large,sum is ,
involved.
Watch out, however, for "ex- :
perts" who promise in advance
they can save you lots of money
if only you let them do your return. Some are shysters.

Expert Reports On
Consumer Tastes

ANY

KIRK

DOUGLAS NOVAK

Pit's my

— Monday thru Thursday - Jan. 30 - F b. 2 —

ANY

*KM AlAvois
LA Intirt
A l.ry 23
wake i-r
9,1 of 7 tte.
Canard/
$555,

and Plan- income and age groups-- children need to grow up where they
York.
In -it, she called on all cities are in contact not only with other
to offer all income groups. and children but with older people.A city must "build in" this
the minority groups. the "option
between a good life in the city variety, she said, "or it arrives
and a good life in the suburbs." on its own as the neighborhood
Otherwise, she said. cities are deteriorates."
The housing expert made a spe"courting chaos and disorganization . . waste and deterioration." cial plea for the urban-dwelling
males—"I am tempted," she said.
Housing Field Veteran
Miss Wood has spent 30 years "to, organize a society to come
in the housing field, formerly to the aid. What can a man do
serving as secretary of the hous- with his leisure time" If he lives
ing committee of the Chicago in public housing. do-it-yourself
Welfare' :Council. as director of projects are forbidden. He's left
the Illinois Housing Board, and to television, the movies, or the
from 1937 to 1954 aa director ot local saloon."
the Chicago Housing Authority.
At present, she has a fellowship
to write a hiatory of public housing in the United States.
To Miss Wood.. the one class
community- of the new suburts.
is -abnormal." The well-balanced
community has a variety of both

CHICAGO Rata — Cooked meat ,
should be tendter, juicy and flavorful in order to be acceptable
to the consumer, said the head of
the department of foods and nutrition -of the School of Home
Economics at Purdue University.
Dr. Gladys Vail told an industry-wide beef-grading conference
that "a. more dependable quality
of meat — with the quantity of
fat known — at a fair price,"
should be the goal of meat producers.
Vail said desirable qualities In
meat were "the cherry red color,
the firm flesh, a certain amount
of marbling and a structure
which gives us a tender, juicy,
flavorful piece of meat on the
table."

BOONE'S

Sanitone—
dry cleaning
preserves
its timeless
smartness!

The sheath is brocade,
rip: trim satin attd chiffon.
It's a dress that needs
particular care in cleaning
to assure that each fabric
keep% its own special lustre and finish. Stretching,
or shrinking, or careless
prassing oleven one of the
fabrics could spoil its carefully
moulded lines. It's safe with
Sanitone, our nationallyadvertised dry cleaning service.
Call on us today for Sanitone
service and judge for yourself.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
1 HOUR SERVICE
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